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Abstract

The gender co-reference resolution capabili-001
ties of Large Language Models (LLM’s) is002
a hot topic of research exploration. To test003
the gender co-reference resolution capabilities004
of LLM’s, many benchmarks have been pro-005
posed previously. One of the most prominent of006
which is WinoBias and OntoNotes. This paper007
looks at various LLMs and tests their gender008
co-reference capabilities using the WinoBias009
data set. Specifically, we will be looking at010
how the different sizes of the Flan-T5 model011
perform on the gender co-reference resolution012
tasks. We have also created a data set that uses013
third person (they/them) pronouns instead of014
the usual singular (he or she) pronouns further015
test the gender co-reference capabilities of the016
model. This is to test the co-reference capabili-017
ties of the model should the subject identify as018
non-binary. It can also be used in the case of019
the sentence being translated from a language020
that does not treat the gender of the subject in021
a binary fashion like in English.022

1 Introduction023

In recent years, LLM’s have gotten better and better024

at the task of gender co-reference resolution. Co-025

reference resolution is the act of the paper defines026

it as the task that aims at identifying phrases that027

refer to the same identity (Zhao et al., 2018). This028

paper proposes a benchmark, namely the WinoBias029

benchmark, that serves as a basis to test how good030

the co-reference capabilities of a given model are.031

The WinoBias data set provides a list of sentence032

where the pronoun and the referent are in boxed033

brackets.034

These sentences are split into 2 groups: pro-035

stereotype and anti-stereotype. As the name sug-036

gests, pro-stereotype sentences are ones in which037

referent has a profession that is stereotypical of the038

gender of the pronoun. The opposite is true for039

anti-stereotype: the occupation of the referent is040

not expected of people of the gender of the refer-041

ent. These two group are further divided into 2 042

more groups: type one and type 2. Type 1 sen- 043

tences follow the following format: [entity1] [in- 044

teracts with] [entity2] [conjunction] [pronoun] 045

[circumstances]; this sentence makes it harder for 046

the model to use syntactic cues to resolve the ref- 047

erent that the pronoun is referring to. On the other 048

hand, type 2 sentences are of the following for- 049

mat: [entity1] [interacts with] [entity2] and then 050

[interacts with] [pronoun] for [circumstances]; 051

for this group of sentences, it is easier for the lan- 052

guage model to use syntactical cues to determine 053

the referent. 054

In our exploration also looked at the introduction 055

of third person they/them pronouns into the data set. 056

The uses of they/them pronouns in conjunction to 057

LLM’s is explored in detail by Gosh and Caliskan 058

(Ghosh and Caliskan, 2023). They talk about how 059

Here, they talk about how some languages like 060

Bengali do not have gendered pronouns. This begs 061

the question, can the model fill in a neutral pronoun 062

when the gender of the referent is unknown, and 063

can the model decipher the referent of this gender 064

neutral pronoun? According to the paper by Gosh 065

and Caliskan, ChatGPT does not do a very good 066

job at doing so. In this paper, we will see whether 067

or not the FLAN-T5 model is capable of this task. 068

A paper by (Dawkins, 2021) introduces the idea 069

of using latent pronouns in WinoBias dataset. The 070

paper talks about some of the limitations of us- 071

ing third person pronouns. It recognizes that the 072

word they could potentially be overloaded but the 073

use of the word they: it could potentially refer to 074

more than one entity. However, the paper and this 075

work intends for the word “they” to be used as a 076

singular pronoun that bears no information about 077

the gender of the referent; it could also be used to 078

signify that the referent is non-binary. (Dawkins, 079

2021)’s paper also looks at various weak points 080

in the WinoBias dataset. They talk about how the 081

WinoBias dataset only looks at static word embed- 082
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dings while more recent LLM’s look at contextual083

word embeddings as well. It also says that the084

WinoBias dataset was developed using (Lee et al.,085

2017)s “end-to-end” resolution model; this model086

essentially parses through the whole document for087

all possible mentions to the same entity. However,088

Dawkins’s paper argues that this is a very outdated089

model for coreference resolution.090

2 Related work091

One salient feature to consider when classifying a092

prompt as pro-stereotype or anti-stereotype is the093

gendered language surrounding the pronoun and094

the noun in the prompt. As explored by (Hoyle095

et al., 2021), we see that there is a different vo-096

cabulary that is traditionally associated for men097

and for women. Across all of their experiments,098

(Hoyle et al., 2021) conclude that women are tradi-099

tionally associated with objects or triviality while100

men are associated with violence or virtuosity. The101

same goes for adjectives used to describe men and102

women: adjectives used to describe women usually103

have to do with their bodies and their emotions104

when compared to the adjectives used to describe105

men. Verbs used to describe women also usually106

refer to their bodies. This information would be107

useful while trying to make pro and anti-stereotype108

prompts.109

Previous attempt to test gender coreference reso-110

lution in prompts where the gender of the referent111

is not clear is explored in a lot of literature. It112

is explained in detail in a paper written by (Cao113

and Daumé III, 2021). They talk about how most114

modern contemporary data sets for inspecting bias115

split gender into binary groups and this could po-116

tentially be trans exclusionary. Thus, the authors of117

this paper aim to develop a data set that is not trans-118

exclusionary and is fair as possible given modern119

day constraints.120

(Dawkins, 2021) extensively talks about word121

embeddings and the role that they play in the coref-122

erence resolution process. One important paper123

that is referenced by (Dawkins, 2021) is by (Gonen124

and Goldberg, 2019). In Dawkins’s paper, they ar-125

gue that WinoBias is not a very effective tool for126

debiasing the word embeddings of an LLM and ref-127

erence Gonen and Goldberg to support this claim.128

However, the datasets are merely a benchmark to129

detect the bias on the models that we are experi-130

menting and not a debiasing technique.131

In the same vein, we also see that the word132

embeddings of a particular profession is pre- 133

embedded with bias. (Bolukbasi et al., 2016) look 134

at how the relationship between the word embed- 135

ding of man and professions that are stereotypically 136

associated with men is similar to the relationship 137

between the word woman and the words that are 138

stereotypically associated with women. We see 139

that one would have to implement special debias- 140

ing methods to neutralize this bias. The dataset 141

that we are experimenting on helps us identify how 142

prevalent such biases are in the training of a model 143

and the creation of its word embeddings. 144

3 Experimental Setup 145

Question 1- How effective is FLAN at various 146

scales?: To evaluate this question, we ran the 147

model on 6 models of FLAN-T5. These 6 models 148

are FLAN-T5- small, FLAN-T5- base, FLAN-T5- 149

large, FLAN-T5- xl, and FLAN-T5- xxl. We made 150

sure to use only the FLAN model to keep the word 151

embeddings and pre training constant. This way, 152

the only variable that we will be investigating is the 153

size of the model itself. 154

Then, we kept the code to read the lines and 155

identify the referent common across all the sizes 156

of the model. Also we kept the prompt common 157

across the models: 158

"Sentence: {sentence} 159

What does {pronoun} refer to in the above sen- 160

tence?" 161

Here, {sentence} refers to the individual sen- 162

tence in the respective sentence from a given set of 163

prompts while the pronoun refers to the pronoun 164

in the prompt, be it gender-specific or gender neu- 165

tral. This is the link to the colab notebook that 166

does so One fine point that I would like to note 167

is that, across the 3 research questions, I removed 168

the word “the” from both the output and the right 169

answer. This because the prompt would be as fol- 170

lows: 171

[The developer] argued with the designer be- 172

cause [they] did not like the design. 173

where “the developer” is the referent and “they” 174

is the pronoun. However, when asked what the 175

pronoun “they” refers to, the LLM simply outputs 176

the word “developer”. This is a problem as the 177

code does not equate the phrase “the developer” 178

to the phrase “developer”. So, although the LLM 179

did guess the right answer, the code deems it as 180

inaccurate. To mitigate this, I removed the word 181

“the” while comparing. Across all three of the 182
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Figure 1: The output from the spaCy model showing
the relationship between the words of the sentences

questions, I measured the scores that it assigned183

to the answers that it gave as output. I sought the184

scores for the correct answer - the entity that was185

actually the referent in the prompt and the score186

given to the output. My code to do so is also given187

in the colab notebook.188

Question 2- What is the effectiveness for189

males and females?: To answer this question, I190

further separated the 4 groups of data into male191

prompts and female prompts. To do this, I checked192

if the sentence had a male pronoun or a female pro-193

noun. If the sentence had the words ‘her’, ‘hers’,194

‘she’, or ‘herself’, then I classified the prompt as195

one concerning females. Otherwise, I classified it196

as one concerning males. I wrote both of these sets197

of prompts in separate files. After that, I ran the198

code in this link on the separate files.199

Once again, I removed the word “the” from both200

the output and the right answer and referent be-201

cause the output from the LLM would not contain202

the word “the”. I also manipulated my code to out-203

put the scores for each of the tokens in the answer.204

Question 3- What is the effect of a third-205

person gender-neutral pronoun on the effective-206

ness of co-reference resolution with LLMs?: To207

answer this question, I used the spaCy library (Hon-208

nibal and Montani, 2017) . I used the library to find209

the kind of relationship that the pronoun has with210

the referent. For example, in the sentence "The211

lawyer wore her tie.", the word "her" has a poss re-212

lationship with the word "tie". So, the code written213

to replace the singular pronoun to the third person214

plural pronoun would replace the word "her" with215

the word "their" and then write that sentence into216

a separate file. For the sake of simplicity, I have217

used an extremely simple example to illustrate how218

the spaCy library displays the relationship between219

words. This sentence was not actually used in our220

benchmark. For further clarity, I am showing a221

picture that is an output of the spaCy library that222

shows the relationship between the word of the223

sentences. This is shown in figure 1.224

Unless the pronoun in question is the word "her",225

we see that the replacement if the singular pro- 226

noun to the third person pronoun is fairly simple. 227

If the pronoun is "he" or "she", replace the word 228

with "they". If the word is "his" or "hers", replace 229

the pronoun with the word "their". If the pronoun 230

is "him", replace the word with the word "them". 231

However, we faced a challenge with the pronoun 232

"her". The word her can be used to indicate the 233

subject’s possession of something, as demonstrated 234

in the previous example, or it could be a situa- 235

tion where the word her would be replaced with 236

the word "them". For example, in the sentence 237

"The doctor told her to get out", the pronoun "her" 238

would be replaced with the pronoun "them". This is 239

why, when we encounter the pronoun "her", we use 240

spaCy to check if the word "her" has a "poss" rela- 241

tion with another word in the sentence. If it does, it 242

will be replaced with the word "their". Else, it will 243

be replaced with the word "them". 244

The next step is to check the auxiliary verbs in 245

the sentence that have a relationship with the pro- 246

noun. The two most common possibilities are the 247

word "was", which will be replaced with the word 248

"were", or the word "is", which will be replaced 249

with the word "are". These replacements will hap- 250

pen only if there is any sort of relationship between 251

the auxiliary verbs and the pronoun. 252

Further, we need to change the non-auxiliary 253

verbs that are dependent on the pronoun from sin- 254

gular to plural. To do so, I lemmatized all of the 255

verbs that were not gerunds and were dependent on 256

the pronoun. 257

It is important to note that this method was not 258

always foolproof. We had to write the sentences 259

that were output from this piece of code into a sepa- 260

rate file, go through this separate file manually and 261

make sure that there were no grammatical mistakes. 262

The code just made our job easier for us. It is also 263

important to note that we used spaCy to only check 264

for the relationship between words and not for co- 265

reference resolution. There was very little room for 266

bias in our use of spaCy 267

4 Results 268

I will split up the results section to answer the three 269

questions that I put forth in the experimental setup 270

(3) 271

Question 1- How effective is FLAN at various 272

scales?: As we can see in Table 1 the accuracy 273

for the smaller models is drastically lesser than 274

the accuracy of the larger models. This is further 275
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Figure 2: Graph showing the overall accuracy of each
models.

exemplified by Figure 2. One salient feature that276

we see across all of the graphs and tables that will277

be discussed in this section is that there is a huge278

disparity the accuracy rendered by the model when279

it is tested on prompts of type 1 and prompts of280

type 2. This is as predicted by the authors of the281

WinoBias data set: they hypothesize that it will282

be harder for the model to perform the task of co-283

reference resolution as it is harder for the model to284

use syntactic cues to figure out who the referent is285

(Zhao et al., 2018).286

To further investigate this upwards trend in the287

graph, we got the average scores assigned by the288

model to both the right answer and the output an-289

swer. To give a little more information on these290

scores, some LLM’s like FLAN-T5 assign scores291

to each word in their dictionary for every possible292

token. This score represents the possibility of a293

model predicting a particular word. The word with294

the highest score, ie the highest probability is pre-295

dicted. From Table 2 we see that the greater models296

do predict with more surety: the disparity between297

the average score assigned to the right answer and298

the average score assigned to the output answer299

decreases. When we look at Figure 3 we see that300

the lines for both of these values converge. We also301

see that the disparity is larger in type 1 than it is in302

type 2; this is especially true for the smaller models.303

304

One other salient point to note in the investiga-305

tion of this question and our investigation of the306

other questions is that we see a difference in trends307

when we look at the graph where we plot the accu-308

racy and the graph where we plot the scores. The309

former shows that the accuracy of the base model310

and the large model are similar but there is a sudden311
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anti-stereotype 2, Output

Figure 3: Graph showing the score given to the output
and right answer of all the prompts when the pronoun is
singular.

spike in the accuracy when the size of the model 312

increases from large to xl. However, we see that the 313

trend shown by the plots shown by the scores show 314

a more gradual trend. This is explained difference 315

in metric: accuracy is not exactly a continuous met- 316

ric as it assigns right and wrong in a binary fashion 317

(Schaeffer et al., 2023). However, the scores have 318

a continuous value so they dissolve the "mirage" of 319

emergent properties. 320

Question 2- What is the effectiveness for 321

males and females?: Once again, we see two com- 322

pletely different trends for type 1 prompts and type 323

2 prompts. 324

Type 1, other than displaying a lower overall 325

accuracy, displayed a stark disparity between the 326

female prompts and the male prompts, especially 327

for the three smaller values. As you can see from 328

Table 3, the male prompts in pro-stereotype type 329

1 have a very low accuracy. However, the female 330

prompts for this data set have a much higher accu- 331

racy. The opposite is true for the anti-stereotype 332

data set of type 1. We see that the female prompts 333

from this data set have an extremely low accuracy 334

while the male prompts yield an extremely high 335

accuracy. This trend is clearly seen in the graph 336

in Figure 4. While the lines that represent pro- 337

stereotype type 1, female and anti-stereotype type 338

1 male show high accuracies and steady increases, 339

the lines that show pro-stereotype type 1 male and 340

anti-stereotype type 1 female show a low accuracy 341

for the smaller 3 models and a sudden spike in the 342

latter part of the graph. 343

We also see that this trend of gender disparity 344

continues when we output the scores. However, 345

one feature to note is that the scores assigned to 346
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Pro-stereotype (1) Anti-stereotype (1) Pro-stereotype (2) Anti-stereotype (2)
FLAN-T5-small 0.354 0.318 0.753 0.717
FLAN-T5-base 0.457 0.439 0.965 0.909
FLAN-T5-large 0.460 0.449 0.985 0.962
FLAN-T5-xl 0.965 0.922 0.992 0.992
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.937 0.884 0.990 0.990

Table 1: Results when evaluating the accuracy pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype data sets for both type 1 and type
2. This table shows the accuracy given to each of the models. To calculate the accuracy, I passed all the inputs in the
data set as input and asked the model to identify the correct referent. If it does, I will increment the total number of
correct responses by one and then divide that by the total number of sentences

Pro-stereotype (1) Anti-stereotype (1) Pro-stereotype (2) Anti-stereotype (2)
Right Output Right Output Right Output Right Output

FLAN-T5-small 0.367 0.658 0.310 0.651 0.599 0.691 0.579 0.696
FLAN-T5-base 0.406 0.740 0.408 0.744 0.933 0.939 0.801 0.831
FLAN-T5-large 0.462 0.835 0.457 0.825 0.933 0.939 0.914 0.930
FLAN-T5-xl 0.952 0.975 0.903 0.957 0.989 0.991 0.983 0.987
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.853 0.894 0.809 0.890 0.986 0.991 0.981 0.990

Table 2: Results when evaluating the scores given to the results for pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype for both type
1 and type 2. The column that is labeled right shows the scores assigned to the right answer. The column labeled
output shows the scores assigned to the answer predicted by the model.

Pro-stereotype (1) Anti-stereotype (1)
Female Male Female Male

FLAN-T5-small 0.611 0.096 0.086 0.551
FLAN-T5-base 0.818 0.096 0.091 0.788
FLAN-T5-large 0.818 0.101 0.096 0.803
FLAN-T5-xl 0.939 0.990 0.944 0.899
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.919 0.955 0.934 0.833

Table 3: Results when evaluating the accuracy of pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype data sets for the singular
pronoun version of type 1. Here, I separated both the male and female prompts into separate files and processed
each of them separately. A prompt would be considered a male prompt if the pronouns that it uses are male, and
female if the singular pronouns that it uses are female
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Figure 4: Graph showing the accuracy of the models
when tested on prompts of type 1
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Figure 5: Graph showing the accuracy of the models
when tested on prompts of type 1

the output tokens keep increasing but steadily but347

there is a spike in the scores assigned to the tokens348

that convey the right answer. We see this in Figure349

5. This means that the confidence with which the350

LLM predicts the right answer is not susceptible to351

change but the score it assigns to the right answer352

does not change.353

However, we see a completely different trend354

when it comes to type 2. There is not much of the355

difference in accuracy that comes with this change356

in gender. This is shown in Table 5 and Figure 7.357

Even looking at the data of the scores of the graph,358

we see a similar trend. See Table 6 and Figure 7.359

Question 3- What is the effect of a third-360

person gender-neutral pronoun on the effective-361

ness of co-reference resolution with LLMs?: We362

see that the both categories of type 1 and both cate-363

gories of type 2 have the same accuracy in across364

all of the sizes of models. This is because the gen-365

der of the referent is unknown so there is not really366

a stereotype for the prompt to confirm to. From Ta-367

ble 7 we see that the accuracy in the pro-stereotype368
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Figure 6: Graph showing the accuracy of the models
when tested on prompts of type 2
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Figure 7: Graph showing the scores assigned by all of
the models when tested on prompts of type 2

(1) and anti-stereotype (1) columns are similar and 369

pro-stereotype (2) and anti-stereotype (2) are sim- 370

ilar. From Figure 8 we see. that the lines that 371

represent pro-stereotype (1) and anti-stereotype (1) 372

overlap and the lines that represent pro-stereotype 373

(2) and anti-stereotype (2) overlap. 374

We see the same 375

5 Conclusion 376

Our work shows the biases implicit in Large Lan- 377

guage Models. We show that that there is a differ- 378

ence between the way that Large Language models 379

perceive different sentence structures: the different 380

sentence structures yield different accuracies. We 381

also see that there is a difference between the way 382

men and women are perceived when you change 383

the type of the sentence, especially in the smaller 384

models. 385

We propose a further investigation of larger and 386

other models. such as Chat-GPT, Vicuna, etc. Also. 387

we recommend further investigation of why there 388

is such a drastic differece between the scores and 389
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Pro-stereotype (1) Anti-stereotype (1)
Female Male Female Male

Right Output Right Output Right Output Right Output
FLAN-T5-small 0.518 0.683 0.217 0.628 0.173 0.679 0.446 0.623
FLAN-T5-base 0.661 0.748 0.150 0.732 0.160 0.732 0.656 0.756
FLAN-T5-large 0.759 0.876 0.164 0.794 0.150 0.764 0.765 0.886
FLAN-T5-xl 0.936 0.972 0.969 0.979 0.920 0.953 0.885 0.961
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.895 0.948 0.811 0.839 0.806 0.855 0.812 0.925

Table 4: Results when evaluating the scores given to the results for pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype singular
pronouns of the type 1 set of prompts. The column that is labeled right shows the scores assigned to the right answer.
The column labeled output shows the scores assigned to the answer predicted by the model.

Pro-stereotype (2) Anti-stereotype (2)
Female Male Female Male

FLAN-T5-small 0.712 0.793 0.753 0.682
FLAN-T5-base 0.985 0.944 0.939 0.879
FLAN-T5-large 1.000 0.970 0.939 0.985
FLAN-T5-xl 0.995 0.990 0.985 1.000
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.990

Table 5: Results when evaluating the accuracy of pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype data sets for the singular
pronoun version of type 2. Here, I separated both the male and female prompts into separate files and processed
each of them separately. A prompt would be considered a male prompt if the pronouns that it uses are male, and
female if the singular pronouns that it uses are female

Pro-stereotype (2) Anti-stereotype (2)
Female Male Female Male

Right Output Right Output Right Output Right Output
FLAN-T5-small 0.573 0.698 0.625 0.685 0.623 0.713 0.535 0.680
FLAN-T5-base 0.866 0.869 0.826 0.839 0.798 0.821 0.804 0.841
FLAN-T5-large 0.940 0.940 0.927 0.939 0.889 0.915 0.940 0.946
FLAN-T5-xl 0.990 0.992 0.987 0.989 0.974 0.981 0.992 0.992
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.985 0.992 0.988 0.991 0.981 0.991 0.982 0.990

Table 6: Results when evaluating the scores given to the results for pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype for both type
1 and type 2. The column that is labeled right shows the scores assigned to the right answer. The column labeled
output shows the scores assigned to the answer predicted by the model.

Pro-stereotype (1) Anti-stereotype (1) Pro-stereotype (2) Anti-stereotype (2)
FLAN-T5-small 0.278 0.278 0.586 0.581
FLAN-T5-base 0.394 0.394 0.881 0.879
FLAN-T5-large 0.467 0.467 0.975 0.975
FLAN-T5-xl 0.917 0.916 0.980 0.987
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.917 0.919 0.980 0.990

Table 7: Results when evaluating the accuracy of pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype data sets for the third person
gender neutral version of both type 1 and type 2.

Pro-stereotype (1) Anti-stereotype (1) Pro-stereotype (2) Anti-stereotype (2)
Right Output Right Output Right Output Right Output

FLAN-T5-small 0.315 0.613 0.315 0.613 0.470 0.618 0.467 0.615
FLAN-T5-base 0.336 0.651 0.336 0.651 0.700 0.736 0.700 0.736
FLAN-T5-large 0.488 0.820 0.488 0.821 0.916 0.924 0.915 0.925
FLAN-T5-xl 0.898 0.955 0.900 0.955 0.955 0.967 0.962 0.969
FLAN-T5-xxl 0.838 0.884 0.839 0.883 0.976 0.983 0.980 0.984

Table 8: Results when evaluating the scores of pro-stereotype and anti-stereotype data sets for the third person
gender neutral version of both type 1 and type 2. Again, the column labeled right is the score given to the right
answer while the column labeled output is the score given to the answer that was generated by the LLM.
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Figure 8: Graph showing the accuracy of the models
when tested on prompts that use third person neutral
pronouns
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Figure 9: Graph showing the scores given to the output
answers and the right answers by the LLMs when tested
on prompts that use third person neutral pronouns

accuracies given to men and women in the smaller390

models while working with prompts of type 1.391
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have used to test co-reference resolution might not 443

have been the best for the present day LLM’s. How- 444
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